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HERROX ADDRESS Just a year ago
0F there was dug

ONE YEAR AGO up out of the
shoals of comparative obscurity, and
brought to Lincoln, a who succeed-
ed in raising a tumult by the mere
opening of his mouth, has
since subsided to-da- is as tho- -

as a weather prophet worthy of confi- - roughly submerged as before he sought
dence. Recent developments add to to advance himself in popular favor by
the measure of credit already due this a blatant appeal to communistic or
daring calculator. Whatever ho may populistic sentiment. If Herron's
have been in the past Hicks is a triple address before tho students and alumni
plated success at the present writing, of the state university had any pertn- -

and we salute him as a man able to anent effect it was to the disadvantage
predict changes in tho weather, from six of the cabal represented by him and
months to a year in advance, with much other men of his sort who would lead
greater accuracy than the experts of up to anarchy by exciting tho pre- -

the government weather bureau, who judices of the people. It gave Governor
only look twenty-fou- r hours aheid. Crounst an opportunity to stand up
The Rev. Hicks, as we stated in these for Nebraska patriotism and intelligence
columns, said there wonld be a storm and he rose to tho occasion in a
period in this part of the west com- - manner that must always commend him
mencinc May 24. It will bo remembered totheloval Deonle of Nebraska. But
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allies have had their Jaj; aud the
years which are to come should stamp
out the disintegrating and disrupting
spirit which tho populists and kindred
organizations fomented. Prosperity
will rout the ranters, and the people
will learn the difference between
principle and balderdash. On more
than one occasion in the last few years,
mainly through accident we believe, the
authorities of the state university have
been made to appear as countenancing
or upholding the ideas of the commun-
ists, in truth a modified form of anarchy;
and the new will do to
see that the university is kept well away
from all such doctrine. colleges and
schools of the country are looked to
to promote the spirit of loyalty to
American institutions and government,
broad patriotism and good citizenship,
not to add to the demoralizing and
disloyal tendency of the day advanced
alike by out 6poken anarchists and
more politic panderers of the Herron
stripe.
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punish the offender with a severity that
should act an effective warning, No
punishment too severe for him; but
the crime should be avenged by law and
not by the commission of another crime.
Human life is sacred. It should not be
cheapened. When tho race from which
came most of the people of this country
first made laws it was provided that the
wrongs between man and man should bo
adjusted and punishment inflicted by
the body of men, government, and not
by the individual. Any other condition
would bo incompatible with the order
which communities must observe. There
is, in the quickened life of the west,
impulse to transcend the limitations of
the statute book, and go to the
custom which essentially barbaric,
If crimes like that by Ish are
to be stopped public opinion must set
itself this species of outlawry.

the announcements being
made to the patrons of Burlington
Beach and Lincoln Salt Lake none will
be received by vith more satis-
faction than the fact that the refresh-
ments will this year be under competent
and obliging Mr. Geo. Reeder
of Diamond Restaurant, has secured
the entire privileges of catering to the
thirst and hunger of tho of
beach season and his conduct of
the restaurant is ample guarantee that
the meals, lunches, soda and other min
eral waters, ice cream, cakes, etc., fur

many points of the Irvine nished by him will of the best
tragedy in this city. The sympathy of quality and palatable degree. Geo.
the public always with tho man whose is rapidly growing popular
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happiness has been shattered but other entertainments should remem- -
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